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LABRYS PROJECT
EXHIBITION - The contemporary art
project Labrys - by the visual artist

In fact, the works dedicated to the
mythological
Labyrinth
(The

Maria Rebecca Ballestra, curated
by Giorgia Gastaldon and promoted
by Altreforme - reaches its third
stage in Gorizia, which opens on
Friday 26 January 2018 at 6.00 pm
in the exhibition spaces of the
Biblioteca Statale Isontina. The

Sacrifice) will be exhibited - a theme
addressed by Maria Rebecca
Ballestra in collaboration with
another
visual
artist,
Mauro
Panichella - and to the Labyrinth in
the
garden
(The
Nature).
www.labrysproject.com

spaces of the "Mario Di Iorio" Art
Gallery will therefore host two further
stages of this project, facing, under
new points of view, the main theme
of the labyrinth.

ROUND TABLE - A round table on
the theme "Franco Basaglia and the
visual arts". This meeting will take
place in the periodicals room of the
Biblioteca Statale Isontina on
Friday 26 January 2018 at 4.30 pm
and will see protagonists, in addition
to

the

artist

Maria

Rebecca

Ballestra, Dr. Franco Perazza
(former director of the Mental Health
Center of Gorizia), and Fabrizio
Meroi, Associate Professor in
History

of

Philosophy

University of Trento.

EXHIBITION - Morphosis is an
exhibition

by

Maria

Rebecca

Ballestra
curated
by
Clive
Adams that will be held in Bologna

at

the

Adams that will be held in Bologna
at Galleria Cavour, Green Lounge
from 2 to 10 February 2018. The
exhibition
investigates
troughts
different artworks the relationship
between Man and Nature, from the
genetic modification on food and
plants, throught ecovillages and
sustainble agriculture, until the
preservation of tropical forest.
Opening on 2 February 2018 at 6.30
pm, the exhibition is organized in
collaboration
Testoni

with

(Bologna),

Gallery

Spazio

Unimediamodern

(Genoa), nm>contemporary (Principality
of Monaco), CCANW (Center for
Contemporary Art and Natural World)
and CREA (Council for research in
Agriculture and analysis of the
agrarian
economy,
section
of
Sanremo). Mediapartner Espoarte
Contemporary Art Magazine
CONFERENCE - I have the pleasure
to present my project Festival for
the Earth in a roundtable discussion
during the TransCultural Exchange's
2018 International Conference on
Opportunities in the Arts: Exploring
New Horizons from February 22 –
24,

2018

in

Québec

City,

Canada. TransCultural Exchange’s
Conferences are the place for artists
around the world to meet with their
international peers and those who
support their work. They provide
artists with the networks, inspiration,
tools and resources to pursue their
dreams. Introduce artists to critics,

dreams. Introduce artists to critics,
curators, funders and artist-inresidency directors.
EXHIBITION - Until 3rd March 2018
the exhibition IFANA is open at the
Museum of Bastia, in collaboration
with FRAC (Fonds Régional d'Art
Contemporain) . "Ifana" is an artistic
project inspired by one of the most
emblematic place of the Agriates
desert: Ifana. Built in the 17th
century to respond to the Genoese
agricultural development policy, the
Ifana farm will first be managed by
the aristocratic Genoese Spinola
family. The Ifana art project is built
on a comparison between Nature as
a creative force of the landscape and
an imaginary dimension concerning
life on the farm. The whole project is
a survey of identity linked to the
landscape, and how they can
influence each other.

www.rebeccaballestra.com
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